PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Maximize the
Q2 Platform with
development and
customization tools

Q2 Caliper SDK
Financial institutions (FIs) need to differentiate their digital
offerings to attract and retain account holders, but even
highly customizable and flexible online and mobile banking
solutions can’t be everything to everyone. Q2 understands
the importance of extending and customizing our platform
to meet the ever-changing needs of our FI customers. This
is why we work hard to build innovative banking tools and
fintech solutions for FIs. This is also why we’re making our
comprehensive software development kit—Q2 Caliper SDK—
available to our customers.
Many SDKs fall short of offering real value to FIs, offering
very little in the way of customization or extension; some are
little more than dense manuals that are rarely, if ever, used.
Q2 Caliper SDK is different—giving you the same tools that
we use in house, as well as access the Q2 Dev Environment
on a full stack of the Q2 Platform, training, certification, tech
support, and more.

Q2 Caliper SDK gives
you the same tools that
we use in house, as well
as access to the Q2 Dev
Environment on a full
stack of the Q2 Platform,
training, certification,
tech support, and more.

Benefits and features
To ensure that FIs have all the tools they need to
get the most of the Q2 Platform, our SDK contains a
variety of different components and kinds of access:
Q2 Caliper SDK Access
You can develop and integrate workflows inside of
the Q2 Platform. Customers may choose to develop
their own custom workflows or choose from existing
SDK workflows.

Comprehensive and tested
Our SDK wasn’t made for our clients—it was made
for our developers. These are the same tools that
we’ve used internally for more than seven years.

Q2 Dev Environment
The Q2 Dev Environment is a full stack of the
Q2 Platform. You will have full control of your
test environment and access to the database
and system configuration while coding.

Over time, we’ve improved, expanded, and polished

API Access

our SDK into the comprehensive toolkit it is today—

Q2’s SDK program offers access to Q2 APIs, allowing

one that we’re proud to share with our FI partners.

you to interact with the Q2 Platform using programs

A developer’s community

written and deployed outside of the Q2 datacenter.
Training and Certification

Q2 Caliper SDK is more than documentation or

Gain expertise in using Q2 Caliper SDK and

samples. With unprecedented access, training,

our APIs in a hands-on training lab, led by

tools, and support, our SDK is intended to be a

Q2 Development staff.

robust developers’ community. Developers can
leverage pre-built customizations or collaborate

Code Review and Deployment

to create new workflows.

This includes security reviews, functionality reviews,

Get the most from
the Q2 Platform

outlined in our documentation. The deployment

Unlike some SDKs that offer limited access with
watered-down tools, limited capability, and little
support, Q2 Caliper SDK is a proverbial key
to the kingdom—granting access to the same
environments and tools we use at Q2, allowing

and reviews for proper coding techniques as
process includes packaging and deploying code,
as well as testing the code once deployed.
Development Support
Enjoy access to Q2 Developers knowledgeable of
the Q2 Platform and experienced in writing against
our APIs and using our SDK.

FIs to develop and customize their digital banking
solutions quickly and easily.
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